SURVIVAL ASSESSMENT – NEEDS/STRENGTHS/WEAKNESSES
At present, you can still almost believe that things are ‘normal’ or will return to normal in
the future. However, a quick look around the world and a listen in to what the Government
is preparing us for via their increasingly draconian legislation, press releases and by reading
the 351 page “fine print” of the UN Agenda 21/2030 (which Jacinda Ardern announced at
the Goalkeepers Conference in New York in August 2019 ‘has already been implemented
throughout our legislation’) – can quite quickly paint an alarming picture of where the
Globalists and our puppet Govt are taking us.
We need to be aware that the media articles about Food shortages and exorbitant prices /
lack of meat / electricity and fuel rationing etc are the Government pre-programming us for
the future that they are implementing; because when you control the water, food (and
energy) – you control the people. Three Waters is a classic example of them legislating to
ensure the theft of our water, after some Councils refused to hand over their water assets –
where is democracy in NZ, long gone!
You need to be prepared – to already have planned what you will do in some of the most
likely situations you could face. As they say “plan for the worst, but hope for the best”.
First step is assessing where you stand in terms of strengths/weaknesses in the following
areas. This is just a few ideas to get you started.
Second step is discuss this in your ‘group’ situation; as when working together and taken
collectively as a ‘group,’ you can all provide something that is needed so that everyone has
access to whatever they need! Now is the time to organise. Develop “Localism”, organise
Freedom Networks and take positive action.
1) Electricity – do you have a generator and a fuel cache? Deep freezers only need
around 2 hours running/day to keep your food frozen (as long as you are only
opening them as infrequently as possible/when absolutely necessary). If you don’t
have a generator, at least have some containers with fuel stored so that you can
borrow the generator of someone in your group to use as required.

2) Water – how/where will you access water if the supply is cut off? Can you build up a
reservoir of water from your roof or another source? How can you ensure you have
water for your own use and your vegetable garden/animals etc What if there is no
electricity to run a bore pump etc?
3) Sewage – what happens if there is no water or your scheme stops working? Do you
have a shovel so that you can dig a hole for this use if required?
4) Fuel – what do you have that relies on fuel to run? Eg Motor vehicles, generators,
pumps etc. How will you manage long term if fuel supplies dry up?
5) Warmth – in the event of no electricity, how will you stay warm?
6) Shelter – if there is a problem paying your rent or mortgage, what is your back-up
plan?
7) Food – if you cannot go to the supermarket/buy food – how will you survive? (many
groups are exploring local food co-ops and alternative distribution mechanisms etc).
What ways can you store food (rodent proof) and what sorts of food keep best eg.
Rice. How can you help food to last if you don’t have a fridge/electricity?
8) Medicines – if you cannot access medicines – how will this impact you? Do you have
a reserve / can you use natural methods to treat your health condition?
9) Communications – if the mobile phone network and internet go down – how will you
communicate / who do you need to be able to communicate with? Does anyone still
have landlines or handheld radios etc?
10) Money – how will you survive/buy goods if the Banks collapse and the internet is
down? Do you have some cash for emergencies? (Many people are taking their cash
out of the banks and using it to buy whatever they need to set themselves up to be
as self sufficient as possible). One great example of creative thinking was a woman
who bought lots of socks and underpants as she knows these will be great for
trading/bartering in the future when many goods will be impossible to access.
What things do you have that you can barter eg. Vegetables, fruit, livestock, eggs,
skills eg building / teaching etc?
11) Security – in the advent of unwelcome visitors at your door, do you have physical
back-up? Who can you contact and how – to physically stand with you against
coercion and bullying?
12) Animal welfare/farm or orchard labour etc – if electricity and fuel are not available,
how will you look after your animals/crops? Where will you get your labour from if
faced with eg. Handmilking dairy cows or hand harvesting paddocks of crops Are
you able to change focus from production/profitability to survival/animal welfare if
necessary?
13) Legal challenges – how will you stand against harassment to comply and follow the
Govt mandates? Do you understand that you are being deceived using legalese
language, fraud and deceit? Have you put up Living Lore Non-trespass signs/have
you considered going Allodial? Have you read the information on Contract/Living
Lore? www.aag.org.nz Resources page / Living Lore section. (This is the quickest
easiest most effective way to bring yourself out from under fraud and false
jurisdiction. Have a read of the info on the website – if you can make the paradigm
shift in your head and shoot a couple of your sacred cows – you will be amazed at
how simple, clear and easy it becomes to deal with issues and challenges).
Many of these topics can seem overwhelming/insurmountable – and this is where the group
becomes so important. We all have areas of weakness and areas where we can contribute. When
we join together as a group/tribe – we help each other and combine our resources to ensure that we
can meet everyone’s needs. United we stand and divided we will fall. It’s all about unity and
standing together – GATHERING and taking ACTION!
The above will give you a starting point for conversations and brain-storming sessions, but time is
very short and you do need to start planning and preparing TODAY!

